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“�working�with�tenacity�for�our�recent�refinance�

convinced�us�that�there’s�simply�no�other�organization�

to�use�for�mortgage�solutions.�the�level�of�personal�

attention�and�technical�expertise�is�second�to�none,��

not�to�mention�the�solutions-oriented�approach�

tenacity�adopts�when�assisting�clients�through�the�

process.��we�commend�tenacity�and�its�employees�

on�their�impressive�dedication�to�clients.�we�will�

undoubtedly�recommend�tenacity�to�our�friends��

and�family.”

Daniel�&�cOuRtney�MiDDeltOn

“�there�is�nothing�more�important�to�me�than�my�clients.�

working�with�tenacity�Mortgage�makes�it�easy�for�the�

realtor�to�focus�on�obtaining�the�right�home�at�the�

right�price�for�their�purchasers.�tenacity�keeps�me�and�

my�clients�informed�throughout�the�process,�so�there�is�

never�any�misunderstandings�or�lack�of�communication.�

their�level�of�care�and�integrity�makes�the�process�

seamless�and�user�friendly.�thanks�tenacity.”

ScOtt�SMOlen
RE/MAX Leading Edge

“�after�being�referred�to�tenacity�by�a�close�friend,��

i�have�been�impressed�with�the�thoroughness�of�your�

research�and�efforts�to�identify�the�best�source�of�

mortgage�financing�for�my�needs.�you�always�present�

several�options�with�pros�and�cons�in�response�to�my�

desires�toward�stability�and�are�readily�available�to�

discuss�any�questions�asked...�thank�you�again�for�

excellent�service.”

BRenDa�M.�lyOnS,�DDS

What Our Clients are Saying— tenacity�MORtGaGe
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It Starts with Understanding
Purchasing or refinancing a home is a complex process 
of making loan product decisions in an rapidly changing 
market place. The most important step in this process 
is having a Tenacity Mortgage Consultant evaluate your 
objectives, needs and goals. With this information, 
our consultants can clearly explain your available 
options. Our expert staff understands the daily market 
fluctuations and can explain, in straightforward terms, 
how it affects your personal situation. It is an important 
part of our job to help educate you, as a consumer,  
to make an informed choice that best suits your 
individual requirements.

A home is usually the largest investment a family will 
make to ensure future financial stability and security. 

With hundreds of loan programs available to choose 
from, it can be overwhelming to select a loan that is right 
for you. Since each borrower’s situation is unique, we will 
take the time help you choose a loan with the right terms 
and conditions for you.

It has been said that home ownership is the American 
dream—at Tenacity Mortgage we help turn dreams 
into reality. We are your trusted partner, whether you 
are refinancing an existing loan or purchasing a new 
home. Even if you are considering a loan for home 
improvements, paying for college tuition, or to lower 
your monthly payments…it all starts with a call to a 
Tenacity Mortgage.  

Reputation for Excellence
We recognize that our clients expect the highest level of 
service at a competitive price. We built our reputation 
over the past 20 years by exceeding these expectations. 
Tenacity Mortgage expends considerable resources on 
recruiting and retaining consultants with a high degree  
of localized market expertise and loan origination skills. 
We are an organization whose culture is based on 
integrity, teamwork, and providing you with the ability  
to “Finance Your Dreams”. 

The Tenacity Mortgage Advantage
Customer Focus 
Tenacity Mortgage will exceed your expectations 
with clear communication and prompt service. 
Focusing a relationship of mutual understanding 
is the foundation for the service we offer. We can 
make these promises based on three simple truths 
that create the Tenacity Mortgage Advantage: 

•  StaBility:�In a turbulent industry, Tenacity 
Mortgage not only survives, but thrives. We are 
built to serve clients through good economies 
and bad. When we say we are going to grow with 
you and your family, we mean it. Throughout the 
years, we have had the pleasure of refinancing 
our clients many times… and their children too.

•  DiveRSe�pRODuct�line:�Part of our longevity 
is owed to the banks we’ve worked with and 
products we’ve offered. Maintaining a diverse 
product line is crucial to offering borrowers 
options, and ultimately securing them the lowest 
rates and payments available. 

•  cOMpetence:�Our growing team of talented 
professionals is the #1 reason for our success. 
Their market knowledge and ability is what sets 
us apart.

Community Outreach Programs
Tenacity Mortgage created the C.A.R.E.S. 
(Community Advantage Real Estate Solution) loan 
programs specifically for low to moderate income 
borrowers. The loans available through this unique 
program provide sufficient flexibility in credit 
guidelines for borrowers who need it most.

Features of the Tenacity Mortgage C.A.R.E.S.  
Loan Program include:

•  Little or no down payment required

•  Low monthly payments & competitive rates

•  Flexible mortgage products

•  Special Loan Programs for Military, Police, 
Firefighters/EMS, Teachers


